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At the end of the 19th century Łódź, now the second largest city in Poland, aspired to the
new cultural centre from a difficult position. There was no tradition like in Cracow or Lvov,
either civic organization skills like in Warsaw. What is more, Łódź faced serious economical,
political and national conflicts. But at the same time it was the most modern, open and
dynamic of all large cities in Poland. There was technically advanced industrial base and
dynamically developing society. What is more the textile industry closely related to the
fashion, made the way for an immediate adoption of the newest trends.

Figure 1. Location of major Art Nouveau centres in Poland.
Art Nouveau flourished in modern urban environment of the turn of the 19th century. The
most important centres were large agglomerations and smaller, but fast growing cities that
were dramatically transformed due to the Industrial Revolution. Most of the art movement
during that period referred to the consequences of the civilisation change. Therefore it is
necessary to look at the Art Nouveau in the social and economical context.
In Łódź this context is particularly complex and unusual. The pace of industrial growth made
the city singular not only in Poland. There was no real textile industry in Łódź during the
1820s, when in Britain it had been developing since the 1770s, and was very well
established by the date. When Manchester was the biggest cotton industry basin of the
whole Europe, Łódź was a small agricultural town, lost in the forest, inhabited by less than
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800 people. Some fifty years later, however, during the 1870s, one could find mills
comparable with those in Lancashire and Yorkshire, housing the same machinery. Eventually
Łódź became a leading textile centre and the largest textile town in the central part of the
continent.
The textile production increased 28 times over the years 1866-1900. More than a half of
large industrial enterprises in Russian Poland (i.e. employing more than 500 workers) were
situated in Łódź. There were 264 textile factories of all types and sizes in the city in the
1880s. The industrial areas covered some 25 per cent of the city’s area. The biggest factory
complex in the city and the third largest in Europe, was that of the ‘cotton king’ Karl Wilhelm
Scheibler, with some 170 buildings of various kinds occupying 500 hectares. The townscape
was created by cluster of tenement houses intermingled with massive, red-brick mills, and
chimneys dotting the sky. This was reflected by the labels such as “Promised Land” or
“Polish Manchester”.
There is, however, no analogy of the development Łódź as a city with other great textile
industry centres like Manchester, Lyon, Lille, Milan, Chemnitz. Every European city of a
similar size had already been an important centre of the trade, coal mine or port at the
advent of the Industrial Revolution. Their growth started usually in medieval times and
continued until 17th century, while the development of Łódź started after introduction of the
industry. During the years 1800-1910 the population of Łódź increased six hundred times
(sic!), while the populations of other European cities increased up to twenty times!
With such a massive growth of the population, it had to be like living on the permanent
building site. Buildings of all types, sizes and styles were erected throughout the whole city.
Among them there were Art Nouveau buildings. Most of them were tenement houses, factory
owners’ villas and public buildings. But, what is more, the Art Nouveau style was successfully
applied also to industrial buildings.

Figure 2. The Scheibler power station - one of the best examples of industrial Art Nouveau
buildings in Łódź.
Among the most important features of Art Nouveau architecture is comprehensive design
combining both appearance and function. The use of interior was to influence external
appearance. This was a break with the 19th-century tradition of so-called “façadism”.
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Architects aspired to design not only buildings but the whole urban structures. This could be
done on the sites of former defense walls where the new quarters were laid during the late
19th century. This was the case in Riga or Lvov. Concurrently, in a number of cities the
whole districts were rebuilt to improve living conditions – the best examples could be Vienna
with urban interventions of Wagner and Barcelona with Gaudi’s uncompleted scheme of Park
Güell. Łódź, being then still city in the making, surprisingly did not followed this pattern. The
city continued to develop on the old plan of the manufacturing colony almost without any
corrections. As a result its central area was composed of densely built-up city blocks of the
extreme size with plots of extreme length suitable for planting flax not for intensive
urbanisation. This happened very spontaneously and the process had rather chaotic nature.
Houses of various stages could neighbour each other – next to the modest artisans houses
the monumental tenement buildings were erected. Within such a predominantly neoRennaissance, neo-Baroque and Eclectic streetscape, the Art Nouveau buildings were
scattered over the whole city centre.
This spatial disorder was mainly the result of the policy of the Russian authorities towards the
city, regarded as a production place only. The administrative position of the city did not
reflect is size and economical supremacy. From this perspective it was just a provincial town
within the province, which capital was at least ten times smaller than Łódź. The taxes were
redistributed to St Petersburg an not used to improve condition of the city. The initiative of
the authorities was always kept limited to the very indispensable minimum. Only the
elements that could be financed privately and run on the commercial basis were constructed.
It is significant that all the public facilities introduced to Łódź before the outbreak of the 1st
World War were private enterprises including gas plant, power station and electric tram. In
other words this was self-made city built by self-made men.

Figure 3. Typical streetscape in Łódź around 1900.
According to the „Technical Review” (Polish engineers’ journal), there were 134 building
plans approved in Łódź in 1900. These were mostly tenement houses and factory buildings.
The coincidence of the repeating industrial crisis, the Revolution of the year1905 and its
political consequences meant that the years 1905-1907 were the period of building
stagnancy. In total there were only four years and four moths of good investment conditions
in Łódź during the Art Nouveau period. In contrast, during the last two years before 1st World
War building industry was flourishing – some 1500 houses with 20.000 apartments were built
then. But this was the decline period of Art Nouveau and it is possible to indicate only a few
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buildings in this style. With no doubt, there would be more Art Nouveau buildings erected if
the economical and political situation had been better at the peak of movement dominance.
There are three principal streets in Łódź, which received new frontages with larger number of
Art Nouveau edifices.
First of them is Piotrkowska Street – playing the role of the most important public space of
the city, due to the absence of the traditional centre with market square. This is not surprising
then that this is Piotrkowska, where Art. Nouveau made its first appearance in the city. The
tenement house at Piotrkowska Street, no 43, had in fact only new facade added to already
existing building. Rich floral decoration included laurel trees flanking window openings. The
whole composition was topped by small cupola with leafed ball.
The buildings along Piotrkowska were, usually, luxury tenement houses for the local elite
apart from the factory masters who preferred to live in villas next to their mills. The buildings
were very well equipped and furnished to the highest possible standards. The facades and
interiors achieved careful architectural treatment. The tenements were, however, of relatively
modest scale since the plots are only some 20 m wide. Piotrkowska was not only residential
street, this was principal commercial and retailing space of the vibrant industrial centre.
There were also restaurants and cafes, where people could meet and spend their leisure
time.

Figure 4. One of the buildings at Piotrkowska Street with Art Nouveau decoration.
Another street – Promenada (nowadays Kościuszki Avenue) was the only newly laid out
street in the city centre. The avenue followed a boulevard pattern, boasting unusual (as for
Łódź) width of 35 m, with a central green belt. The name of the street reflected its principal
purpose – people could stroll here in the shade of trees. Unfortunately the street has become
victim of the traffic improvements during the second half of the 20th century. However, the
most of the buildings forming its frontages have survived intact . These are, among others,
the most important banks in Łódź. Both edifices are obviously not pure Art Nouveau
buildings, but the style had made the appearance especially in the interiors. There are also
tenement houses along Kościuszki Avenue, including probably the best example of its kind in
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the city, and – surprisingly – factories, which sometimes received architectural treatment
matching the location.

Figure 5. Original layout of Promenada before traffic improvements.
The third street is Dzielna (nowadays Narutowicza). The street gained the increasing
importance with the arrival of the railway to the city. The station was situated to the East from
Piotrkowska street. This stimulated development in this direction, and the main axis became
Dzielna Street. The buildings are larger here than along Piotrkowska, since there was no plot
width restriction. The modern tenement houses formed whole lines especially along the
sections overlooking greenery – there are three parks along this street. There is also situated
one of the best examples of Vienna Sezession in Łódź – the Trade School at 68 Narutowicza
Street. This was done during the years 1907-10 . The design principles adopted for the
school design followed theories of Vienna architects with focus on composition of simple
volumes as well as structural logic. The decoration was reduced to the round rosettes and
wreaths within square panels.
There is a park next to the school. The park was laid out for the purposes of the industrial
exhibition. The main pavilion was erected in the late Art Nouveau style. Unfortunately, only
the curvilinear layout of the park reveals its origins. Also in other parks the influence of Art
Nouveau is noticeable, for example the forms deriving from Japanese art – very common
during that time.
In the rest of the city the preferred location for the new buildings were the street corners,
especially at the intersections of principal arteries. Such locations were typical for
commercial and other public buildings such as schools and hotels. The privileged setting
required special treatment of buildings, and a typical solution was the lavishly decorated
cupola.
Even on the arrival the newcomer to the city had a sense of modernity, since the new railway
station was given refined Art Nouveau forms. The building, however, did not survived the
communist need to break with the past.
Finally it is necessary to mention typical for Łódź residences of mill owners following the
pattern of the urban villa. The most significant of them was Kindermann villa characterised
not only by the richness of floral and animal decoration but also by asymmetrical composition
of facades and floor plans. Also interiors, reveal Art Nouveau floral motifs including chestnut
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stems and leaves, roses, irises and water lilies. Another important features of the
Kindermann villa are stained glass windows, of which a huge window with dancing female is
particularly impressive. This small-scale buildings revealed the whole variety of Art Nouveau
possibilities with its decorative richness. Outstanding quality of both of exterior and interior
places this building among the best Art Nouveau buildings in Poland.
Such buildings and their refined interiors probably did not contributed to the urban quality of
the city, but their inhabitants formed the economical base for its development.

Figure 6. The Kindermann villa – one of the best Art Nouveau buildings in Poland.
Łódź had probably never reached the cutting edge of Art Nouveau architectural design. The
number of Art Nouveau buildings is, however, large enough to mark its significance in the
townscape and even to become part of the city’s image – Łódź was even called the “capital
of the Polish Art Nouveau”. Such a label is exaggerated but without doubt local Art Nouveau
architecture have some distinction mainly due to the artistic independence of local artists
who were not only the simple followers of European trends and successfully transformed
imported novelties.
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